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Abstract
The reaction d+p +p+p+n has been studied in kinematically
complete exneriments at a deuteron bombarding energy of 52 f'~eV.
Two of the outgoing nucleons {two protons or the neutron and one
of the protons) were detected in coincidence. The reaction was
investigated at different sets of angles where a n-p respectively
a n'p final state interaction is eXl)ected to be the dominating
reaction mechanism.
The n-p final state interaction data were analysed assuming
incoherent c-ontributions ofan· n'-psinglet and· an n'~p tripJ.:et
final state interaction. Three independent parameters, the singlet
scattering length a s and the two intensities for singlet and
triplet scattering were determined by a least square fit to the
experimental data. The results for different center of mass angles
of the third particle show the dominating singlet final state
interaction in the investigated kinematical region. A surprisingly
fair agreement is obtained by comparing the data with calculations
based on Watson's theory.
The p-p final state interaction data were analysed assuming only
an iriteraction of two protons in an S state. These data are also
compared with calculations based on the Watson model using the
effective range approximation. The singlet p-p scattering length
extracted fram this analysis i8 a = -(7.5 ± 0.5) f. The fairpp
agreement between this value and the known scattering length of the
free p-p scattering shows that the production of S-state proton
pairs seems to be the predominant feature of the investigated
reaction p+d ......p+p+n.
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In the last few years the progress in experimental and
theoretical investigations of the unbound three nucleon
system stimulated still increasing interest in this field.
Experimentally the use of on-line computer techniques
facilitates the performance of kinematically complete
experiments. The reactions p+d~p+p+n and n+d~p+n+n have
been investigated in complete experiments by several authors
(for references see for example ref. 1-7).
In the field of formal theory the exact treatment of three
body systems is regarded as a principally solved problem.
Neyertheless numerical calculations afford soextremely_
large computer facilities that only a few authors have
presented numerical results which can be directly compared
with experimental results (for theoretical treatment see
for instance ref. 8-14)
Experimental investigations of the reaction p+d~p+p+n were
carried out at the Karlsruhe isochronous cyclotron. Hydrogen
targets were bombarded with deuterons of 52.3 MeV. Two of
the outgoing nucleons (two protons or the neutron and one of
the protons) were detected in coincidence to perform a
kinematically complete experiment. Particle identification
and measurement of the neutron energy were carried out by
the use of time-of-flight technique. Fig. 1 shows the
experimental set-up schematically. Each coincidence event lS
characterised by both the energies and the times of flight of
two outgo~ng nucleons. These four independent parameters are
registered in a CDC 3100 computer using a new four dimensional
data acquisition system developed at Karlsruhe. The knowledge
of energy and time of flight allows also the particle
identification to be made by computer analysis of the
experimental data (15).
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the experimental set-up.
Each coincidence event produces four independent
analogue signals, an energy and a time-of-flight
signal from each detector. The signals are digitalized
and are transfered on-line to the data acquisition
system DATA.
The main points of interest in this simple reaction
concentrate on:
1) the test for charge independence of the n-p and
p-p interaction and an examination of methods for
extraction of two nucleon scattering data from three
body reactions. These questions are of fundamental
interest for similar experiments which have the aim
to determine the n-n scattering length;
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2) the extraction of proton-proton scattering parameters
from data taken for p-p systems with very low relative
energies;
3) the comparison of n-p and p-p final state interaction at
identical kinematical conditions;
4) the test of the simplified theoretical description of
a final state interaction which was given by Watson (8);
5) the angular distribution for the production of
nucleon-nucleon systems in their singulet and triplet
states;
6) the search for interference effects between different
reactiönmechanlsms.
Fig. 2 shows as an example a map display of coincident
proton pairs.
Example for the measurement of n-p final state
interaction in the reaction p+d-p+p+n. Two protons
(8 3 = 42,0
0
, 84 = 25,3
0 ) were detected in coincidence.
The results are shown in a map display of the energy
versus E3 .
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The registered events are located on a closed kinematical
curve. The relative energy in the neutron-proton system
reaches down to zero at the point where the proton energy E3
has its maximum value. It is clearly to be seen that the
coincidence events accumulate in the region of low relative
energy in the n-p system.
In fig. 3 a second example is shown where the two angles of
the proton detectors were chosen to be symmetrical (8 3=8 4=27 .7
0 ).
Fig. 3 Map display for the two coincident protons from the
reaction p+d~p+p+n. The detec~or geometry was chosen
to be symmetrical (8 3=8 4=27,7 ). The notation is thesame as in fig. 2.
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In this special case two final state peaks are observed.
To evaluate the physical information the projection of the
experimental data onto one energy axis was used.
Representative for such a onedimensional plot is fig. 4
2.0
d+p-..p+p+n
Ecl =52.3 MeV
83-:-42.00----e4= 26.3°._.
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3.0 Enp MeV]2.01,0
Singulett +Triplett
(as=-23.5f)
o1,02.0
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0.5
Fig. 4 The three particle differential cross section versus
the relative energy E
np of the neutron-proton pair.
The n-p final state interaction produces the sharp
peak at E
np = O. In the analysis singlet and triplet
interaction were taken into account. The curves show
the result obtained by a least square fit.
In this figure the three particle differential cross section
divided by the phase space factor p is plotted versus the
relative energy Enp in the n-p system. The data were analysed
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assuming incoherent contributions of n-p singlet and triplet
final state interaction. Calculations were carried out using
the Goldberger-Hatson theory of final state interaction (8).
For the triplet scattering length and the two effective range
parameters the values known from free n-p scattering (18)
were used. Three independent parameters are determined by
a least square fit to the experimental data: the singlet
scattering length a s and the two intensities for singlet and
trip let scattering. In this experiment the n-p scattering
length has been determined to be a s =-(23.5±O.5)f. This value
extracted from the three body reaction is in fair agreement
with the value known from the free n-p scattering:
a =-(23.68±O.03)f. (18)
s
E)(:p~rirnent(l:J.. <:lata aß ShQTtln in fig .. 2 -4 1'lere taken at ten
different pairs of angles. In fig. 5 the angular dependence
of the ratio ATripl/Asing is shown.
0.8
0.6
ATripl
ASing p+d-.p+p+n
Fig. 5 Contribution of n-p singlet and trip let final state
interaction for different production angles of the
n-p pair. The ratio of the cross sections
AT . lIAS' was taken at relative ener~y E = 0rlp lng _. np
and is plotted versus the c.m. angle of the third
particle.
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This quantity is the ratio of the triplet and singlet cross
section at the relative energy Enp=O and it isequal to the
ratio of the triplet and singlet scattering intensities. The
lowest triplet contribution was found in the case of
symmetrie detector geornetry (the exarnple illustrated in fig.3).
In the analysis of the data the cross section at low relative
energy in the n-p system is described only by the ~atson term
of final state interaction between these two nucleons.
Contributions from other reaction mechanisms are disregarded
in the special kinematic region under investigation. To check
the validity of these approximations the scattering length a s
was evaluated as a function of the production angle for the
n-p system. The results are shown in fig. 6.
30
20
10
Fig. 6 The extracted singlet scattering length a versus the
angle Gp3 of the third particle. The dash~d line
represents the value a s =-23,68 f known from the freen-p scattering.
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The dashed line corresponds to the scattering lenp;th obtained
from the free n-p scattering. The plots in fip;. 5 and fig. 6
show that the singlet final state interaction dominates in
the investigated region and a surprisingly fair description is
obtained by the Watson theory.
A second approach to, get further information on a three particle
reaction might be based on the evaluation of the angular
distribution. For the reactionp(d,dx)p such an angular
distribution was obtained by integrationof the c.rn. cross
section over a limited interval of the relative energy E
np
and the solid angle 0np in the n-p system (16). The results
were compared with the calculations of Amado et al. for
--elasticn-d scattering -(10); Th-e-detairs-wiIToe-discuääe-a
in a separate paper.
So far the effects of the nuclear force had to be taken into
account. The coulomb interaction has to be included if
a p-p final state interaction is observed in the same
reaction p+d+p+p+n. Evidence for final state interaction
of a pair of protons was reported to be present in another
reaction namely 3He (p,pd)p (17).
By only changing the particle identification we were able to
observe neutron-proton coincidences for the same kinematical
conditions. Fig. 7 shows a map display (energy of the proton
Ep versus time of flight of the neutron Ln) of the experimental
data. The angle for the neutron detector was chosen to be
83=48.3
0
•
This fixes the proton angle to 84=22.4
0 if one wants the
relative energy between the two protons tö become zero along
the kinematical curve. The angular resolutions of the
detectors were ~a3=±1.8° and A8 4=±O.5° respectively.
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Fig. 7 Example of a map display of the experimental data
taken with the aim to observe the p-p final state
interaction. Far thi8 purpose neutrons (8 n=48,3 )and protons (8 p=22,4 ) were detected in
coincidence. The coincidence events are shawn in the
plane of the proton energy E versus the neutron
time-of-flight T
n
• P
The true n-p coincidences are located on the kinematically
allowed curve E =f(T ). A oronounced minimum anpears at then n - - -
point where the-relative energy between the two protons is
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zero. The characteristic feature in the measured energy
dependence of the cross section is a very low value at zero
relative energy in the p-p system.
The experinental data for p-P and p-n final state interaction
are shm'm in fig. 8 for comparison.
Ed =52 MeV
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the p-n final state interaction
(solid dots, left side ordinate) and the p-p final
state interaction (circles, rightside or~i~ate)
at identical kinematical conditions.
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The results show marked differences in the energy
dependence of the cross sections. Contrary to the narrow peak
of n-p final state interaction the proton-proton final state
interaction shows a pronounced minimum at the relative
energy Epp=O keV. The difference between the shape of the two
spectra arises from interference between Coulomb and nuclear
forces in the case of p'.p final state interaction • Fig. 9
shows the experimental data for pop final state interaction
divided by the phase factor as a function of the energy Epp
of the two protons in their c.~. system.
p+d....p+p+n
1000
I
0" o
i
1
,
2
,
3
--_ 6.5f
----- ---
7,5f
8.5f
-4 Epp'[MeVl
Fig. 9 The number of observed coincidence events divided by
.----- - the phase space factor p is plot ted versus the
relative enero~y E in the o-p system. Curves calculatedOP ~ -
with a modified Mlgdal-Watson theory and using effective
range approximation are shown for different p-p scattering
lengths.
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The data are compared with calculations based on the Watson-
Migdal model using the effective range approximation. The
calculated enhancement factor is
r
o
is the effective range and a the scattering length for
p-p scattering. k=(M E /n 2)1/2 with M the proton masse
. ... .. - - ... ..PP 22 2 21TllThe value of R is given by R = ~ IMe , C (n) = 21Tn/(e -1)
with n=(2kR)-1. '
h(n) is a function as evaluated by Jackson and Blatt (14).
y=Euler's constant.
According to Phillips (13 ) at 10\'1 energies the k-dependence of
the transition matrix element is given by the S-wave function
$2p of the two protons
Öo is the S-phase shift of p-p scattering. Fo and Go are the
regular and irregular Coulomb wave functions which are used in
the following expansion:
F = C(n).kr
o
Go = ctn ) (:1. + ~ (R.n ~ + h (n) + 2y - 1»
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Using the effective range formula for p-p scattering and
inserting r=r one finds the enhancenent factor F ~entioned
o pp
above.
The scattering length extracted from the experimental data
shown in fig. 8 was influenced appreciably by taking into
account the higher order terms of the COUlOMb wave function
Go' The analysis results in a p-p scattering length
app = -(7.5±O.5) f \-lhich is to be cOMpared 't'lith the value
app = -(7.69±O.01) f obtained by the free p-p scattering.
The very remarkable results are based on the assumption of the
production of a p-p system in a pure S-state. It should be
mentioned that in the case of free p-p scattering higher
angular momenta have to be taken into account because of the
long range of the Coulomb force. The production of S-state
proton pairs seems to be the predominant feature of the
investigated three particle reaction p+d~p+p+n.
A measurement of the angular distribution of the two protons
in their c.m. system would yield the angular mornentum
contributions. The consequence of a pure S-state would be
an isotropic angular distribution. For this purpose additional
coincidence measurements were carried out at suitable pairs
of angles. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding map displays of the
experimental data. The detailed discussion will be covered in
a separate paper.
Finally the investigation of the four nucleon reaction
d+d-+d+p+n is expected to bring more insight into the three-
nucleon problem. In this peculiar reaction excited states of
three nucleon systems might be explored by d-p or d-n
final state interaction.
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a
c
b
d
Fig. 10 r1easurements of neutron-proton eoineidenees at
different pairs cf angles in the reaction
p+d+p+p+n. ~he neutrons were deteeted at a fixed
angle of e =48,3°.The proton angleswere 19,50
n ° ° °(map dis~lay a), 22,4 (b), 25,5 (e) and 28,3 (d).
Notation same as in fig. 7.
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Fig. 11 shows a map display for n-d coincidences and the
projection of the coincidence events onto the Ed axis.
The Main peal{ of the spectrum is caused by quasielastic
p-d scattering i~hile the smaller peak is orobably due to a
p-d resonance corresponding to an excited state in 3He
with an energy of 14 MeV.
N/K d+d ..... d+p+n
Fig. 11 Sxample for the observation of proton-deuteron
coincidences in the reaction d+d-+d+o+n (nroton
angle 9p =4?O and deuteron angle 9d=2~o). ~he nain
peak is due to quasielastic p-d scatterinc. mhe
hatched area shows clearly the contribution of an
additional interaction. Internretation as a n-d final
state interaction leads to anexited ~tate i~
3He at 14 11,1e'1.
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